Medical Image Enhancement by a Bilateral Filter Using Optimization Technique.
For researchers, denoising of Magnetic Resonance (MR) image is a greatest challenge in digital image processing. In this paper, the impulse noise and Rician noise in the medical MR images are removed by using Bilateral Filter (BF). The novel approaches are presented in this paper; Enhanced grasshopper optimization algorithm (EGOA) is used to optimize the BF parameters. To simulate the medical MR images (with different variances), the impulse and Rician noises are added. The EGOA is applied to the noisy image in searching regions of window size, spatial and intensity domain to obtain the filter parameters optimally. The PSNR is taken as fitness value for optimization. We examined the proposed technique results with other MR images After the optimal parameters assurance. In order to comprehend the BF parameters selection importance, the results of proposed denoising method is contrasted with other previously used BFs, genetic algorithm (GA), gravitational search algorithm (GSA) using the quality metrics such as signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), structural similarity index metric (SSIM), mean squared error (MSE), and PSNR. The outcome shows that the EOGA method with BF shows good results than the earlier methods in both edge preservation and noise elimination from medical MR images. The experimental results demonstrate the performance of the proposed method with the accuracy, computational time, and maximum deviation, Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), MSE, SSIM, and entropy values of MR images over the existing methods.